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Abstract
Wildlife monitoring is an essential part of most conservation
efforts where one of the many building blocks is acoustic mon-
itoring. Acoustic monitoring has the advantage of being non-
invasive and applicable in areas of high vegetation. In this work,
we present a deep and recurrent architecture for the classifi-
cation of primate vocalizations that is based upon well proven
modules such as bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory neural
networks, pooling, normalized softmax and focal loss. Addi-
tionally, we apply Bayesian optimization to obtain a suitable set
of hyperparameters. We test our approach on a recently pub-
lished dataset of primate vocalizations that were recorded in
an African wildlife sanctuary. Using an ensemble of the best
five models found during hyperparameter optimization on the
development set, we achieve a Unweighted Average Recall of
89.3% on the test set. Our approach outperforms the best base-
line, an ensemble of various deep and shallow classifiers, which
achieves a UAR of 87.5%.
Index Terms: Deep Audio Classification, Recurrent Neural
Networks

1. Introduction
To reverse the trend of declining biodiversity, more accurate
and reliable wildlife monitoring tools are crucial. Moreover,
wildlife monitoring is an essential part of most conservation
efforts and is used to track movement patterns, population
demographics and social dynamics, for disease control and to
prevent poaching. Obtaining this information is particularly
important to save endangered species. In general, wildlife
monitoring enables insights into the spatial and temporal scales
over which individuals and populations interact [1, 2].
One of the many building blocks for wildlife monitoring
is acoustic monitoring. Compared to visual monitoring, it
has the advantage of being usable even in areas where high
vegetation is present (e.g. dense rain forest) and that it is
usually cheaper to deploy [1]. A real-world wildlife monitoring
system combines measurements from various sensors such as
cameras, autonomous recording units and motion detectors
in order to maximize the expressiveness and reliability of the
obtained information. Weaknesses is any of these sub-systems
leads to a deterioration of the wildlife monitoring system’s
performance.
In this work, we focus on the classification of primate vo-
calizations, a task that fits well into the larger picture stated
above. In previous work, acoustic primate classification and
related tasks are tackled by extracting Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients and using them as input to traditional classifiers
such as Support-Vector Machines [2, 3, 4] and Multi-Layer
Perceptrons [5].
While deep learning is ubiquitous in audio signal process-
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Figure 1: High-level overview of the proposed workflow.

ing, it has received little attention in the context of primate
vocalization classification. Consequently, we propose a deep
learning approach based on bidirectional recurrent neural
networks [6] that mimics traditional feature extraction from
mel-spectrograms (e.g. functionals) but does so in a fully
differentiable way. Moreover, natively supports recordings of
variable length. We combine multiple well proven modules
such as pooling, normalized softmax [7] and focal loss [8] into
a novel approach to primate classification.
Since our approach introduces a variety of hyperparameters,
we resort to Bayesian hyperparameter optimization [9] instead
of naively tuning them by hand.
We test our approach on a recently introduced dataset for
primate classification [10] which was released in context of
the ComparE 2021 Challenge [11] and achieve an Unweighted
Average Recall (UAR) of 89.4% on the development set and
89.3 on the test set using an ensemble of the five best models
found during hyperparameter optimization. Our approach
outperforms the best baseline from [11] which achieves a UAR
of 87.5% on the test set.

2. Proposed Approach
Before the advent of deep learning, it was common to manually
extract features of the underlying signal. For these features to
remain meaningful and informative, they were usually extracted
using a small sliding window over the signal. To obtain a de-
scription of the whole signal one would aggregate the extracted
features into a few statistical measurements such as mean, me-
dian and standard deviation or the minimum and maximum fea-
ture values. In fact, this process is still being used today and
may serve as a competitive baseline [12, 10].
Our approach is inspired by the described workflow but aims to
make the process fully differentiable so that we can leverage the
power of neural-networks (NNs) which were shown to outper-
form the manual feature extraction paradigm in terms of audio
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classification performance. Moreover, this shifts the focus from
finding a good set of features to finding a suitable NN archi-
tecture and the right hyperparameters while following the same
conceptual considerations.
In this work, we assume that audio signals are already prepro-
cessed into their time-frequency representation (in most cases
a mel-spectrogram). Hence, training dataset D that includes n
mel-spectrograms is given as follows:

D = {(Xi, Li) ∈ R
F×Ti × N}ni=1 (1)

where F is the number of frequency-bins, Ti the number of
time-frames and Li and integer that indicates the label.Note
that because each mel-spectrogram Xi has a different number
of time frames Ti, the mel-spectrograms in D are of variable
length. This is a very common property in real world audio
datasets for which we aim to develop a model that natively sup-
ports variable length mel-spectrograms.
Lastly, one can interpret each Xi as a sequence of Ti column
vectors with a dimensionality of F .
Under this interpretation we can facilitate NNs that were specif-
ically developed to work with sequential data. The best known
members of this flavor of NNs are Long Short-term Memory
NNs [6] (LSTMs) and Transformers [13]. In our case, we have
found LSTMs to be easier to train and we will therefore use
LSTM throughout the rest of this work. For an in-depth discus-
sion of LSTMs, see [6].
Here we use LSTMs to compute contextualized latent represen-
tations for each input vector (time frame). To reduce the se-
quence length and thereby also reduce the number of timesteps
the gradient must be back-propagated through, we stack two
consecutive mel-spectrogram frames on top of each other. Do-
ing so, halves the sequence length and doubles the feature di-
mension. Since this is only possible for mel-spectrograms with
an even number of time frames, we simply repeat the mel-
spectrogram’s last time frame once if the number of time frames
is odd. Under these assumptions the following einops 1 code
rearranges some mel-spectrogram Xi accordingly:

X ′
i ∈ R

2F×(Ti/2) (2)

X ′
i = rearrange(Xi, ”F (t k) → (k F ) t”, k = 2) (3)

Here we use a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) that extracts a
hidden state for each time frame in Xi. The BiLSTM simply
concatenates the H-dimensional hidden states obtained by feed-
ing Xi in normal and reversed order through an LSTM. Doing
so results in Ti highly contextualized hidden states ∈ R

2H , i.e.
each hidden state is informed about the hidden states of all the
other time frames. Formally:

BiLSTM : R2F×(Ti/2) → R
2H×(Ti/2) (4)

xi ∈ R
(3∗2∗H)

(5)

X̃i = BiLSTM(X ′
i) (6)

xi = [mean(X̃i),max(X̃i),min(X̃i)] (7)

X̃i is the sequence of hidden states for Xi. In Equation 7 we
aggregate the hidden states by using meanpooling, minpooling
and maxpooling across the temporal dimension in X̃i and con-
catenate the pooled vectors to obtain statistical descriptions xi

of Xi. This is done to resemble the feature extraction paradigm
we discussed earlier. The pooling operations were chosen due
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to their simplicity. Future work might investigate upon more
sophisticated variants.
We can now simply place a small Multi-Layer-Perceptron
(MLP) on top of xi to predict class membership.
The most common approach to training a neural classifier is to
use the softmax activation function at the MLP’s last layer in or-
der to convert from raw scores to probabilities. However, using
softmax has the drawback that its definition does not encour-
age sharp decision boundaries. Additionaly, it promotes well-
separated features to have bigger magnitudes which results in
an over-reliance on easy examples as shown in [14]. To allevi-
ate this problem, we use the normalized Softmax [14, 7].
Let W ∈ R

d×c be the weights of the last linear layer of some
NN. Further, let Wi be the ith column vector of W and v ∈ R

d

the features the NN outputs up until the last layer (often referred
to as embedding), then the conditional probability of class j
given v is given as follows:

P (j | v) = − log

(
exp(sim(vT ,Wj)/τ)

Σc
i=1 exp(sim(vT ,Wi)/τ)

)
(8)

where sim is the cosine-similarity and τ scales the volume of
the hypersphere the embeddings are mapped into. An overview
of the most crucial building blocks of our approach can be found
in Figure 1.

3. Technical Details and Experiments
In this section we first briefly discuss the dataset we used for
primate vocalization classification. Then we provide a technical
discussion of the preprocessing and training procedure. Finally,
we present the experiments we carried out to investigate upon
the effectiveness of our approach.

3.1. Dataset

To study the efficacy of our approach for the classification
of vocalisations from primates, we use a recently published
dataset [10] that consists of annotated recordings from four
different primate species (chimpanzees, guenons, mandrills
and redcaps) and background noises (comparable to natural
forests) that were recorded in a wildlife sanctuary in Cameroon.
Thus, the task is a 5-way classification problem. The dataset
loosely represents the class distribution one would obtain during
wildlife monitoring and is therefore highly imbalanced. This is
made more evident in Figure 2 c).

3.2. Preprocessing and Training Details

3.2.1. Mel-Spectrogram generation

All recordings are down-sampled to 16kHz and converted
to mel-spectrograms with a FFT window length of 1024, a
hop length of 512 and 128 mel-bands. Subsequently, the
mel-spectrograms are squashed according to Equation 2.

3.2.2. Model details

The squashed mel-spectrogram time frames are directly passed
to a LSTM with hidden dimension h and l layers. If l > 0 we
apply dropout between the layers with probability pdropout. The
pooled LSTM output is fed through a MLP with three linear
layers (3h → 2h, 2h → 2h and 2h → h). We use dropout
with pdrop and ELU activation functions between each layer. On
top of that, a normalized softmax layer [7] (h → 5) with tem-
perature τ predicts class membership.
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Table 1: Comparison of our approach with other baselines. Performance is measured in terms of the average unweighted recall (UAR).
The best scores on the development and test set are marked in bold, the second-best are underlined.

End2You Deep Spectrum OpenSMILE OpenXBOW AuDeep Fusion Ours 1st Ours 2nd Ours 3rd

Devel 72.70 81.3 82.4 83.3 84.6 - 89.1 88.9 89.4
Test 70.8 78.8 82.2 83.9 86.1 87.5 88.1 88.7 89.3
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87.71 8.18 0.32 3.06 0.72

9.20 89.22 0.14 1.08 0.36

1.89 1.89 94.97 1.26 0.00

8.58 1.49 0.57 88.44 0.92

6.22 3.83 0.48 4.31 85.17

Confusion matrix (best model)
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89.10 7.37 0.32 2.72 0.49

9.07 89.31 0.36 0.95 0.32

3.14 1.26 95.60 0.00 0.00

8.81 0.92 0.80 89.02 0.46

7.18 3.35 0.48 5.26 83.73

Confusion matrix (ensemble)
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Figure 2: (a) Confusion matrix on the development set for the best model (b) Confusion matrix on the development set for an ensemble
of the five best model. (c) Class distribution of the train, development and balanced development set. (d) TSNE plot of the embeddings
obtained from the development set.

Table 2: Summary of all hyperparameters, their priors and the
best hyperparameter settings.

Hyperparameters Prior
Best

setting
Optimization

learning rate lr logU(10−6, 10−1) 3.373 ∗ 10−4

batch size bs 32, 64, 96 . . . 256 32

temperature τ U(0.01, 1) 0.6203

weight decay λ U(10−6, 10−1) 0.0578

learning rate decay β 0.8, 0.82, . . . 1.0 0.82

Focal loss γ U{1, 5} 3

Augmentations
frequency masking pfm 0, 0.05, . . . 0.5 0.0

time masking ptm 0, 0.05, . . . 0.5 0.0

random apply pr U(0, 1) /

Model
LSTM layers l U{1, 4} 2

LSTM hidden dim. h 32, 64, 96 . . . 256 256

dropout pdrop 0, 0.05 . . . 0.8 0.05

# trainable parameters ≈ 3.5M

3.2.3. Data Augmentation

For data-augmentation purposes, frequency masking is applied
on pfm percent of the mel-bins and time masking on ptm percent
of the time frames (but at least one frame). Augmentations
are applied with a probability of pr. Augmentations help to
synthetically create more ”views” of the data and thereby
diversify the data at hand. This often leads to less overfitting
and increased classification performance [15, 16].

3.2.4. Optimization

Since naively training deep neural networks on highly imbal-
anced data may often result in the network taking a shortcut
and predicting only the most frequent classes, we randomly re-
sample (up and down-sampling with replacement) the dataset

in each training epoch to follow a uniform class distribution.
However, we observed that at least in the early stages of
training, using standard cross-entropy causes easy examples to
overwhelm the loss and dominate the gradient. Note that this
does not apply equally to all datasets but we have found it to be
the case for the datset discussed in Section 3.1. Hard examples
are more informative and are crucial for good generalization
and classification performance. Hence, we use the focal loss [8]
instead of the standard cross-entropy to train the network. On
a high-level, the focal loss down-weighs easy examples and
up-weighs hard examples. The larger the focusing parameter
γ, the more the focal loss focuses on hard examples and the
less it focuses on easy examples. In our case, this considerably
speeds up training and gives a small performance boost.
The network is optimized using AdamW [17] with weight
decay λ, learning rate lr and a batch size of bs. The learning
rate is multiplied by β each epoch. Training is carried out for
at most 300 epochs.

3.2.5. Hyperparameter Optimization

In total, there are 12 hyperparameters
(lr, bs, τ, λ, β, γ, pfm, ptm, pr, l, h, pdrop) we need to tune.
Finding a good set of hyperparameters by hand is time
consuming and may lead to lead unsatisfactory solutions as
the process is often unstructured. Thus, we resort to bayesian
optimization to find a suitable set of hyperparameters. That
is, we use a a Tree-Structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) [9] to
optimize the hyperparameters on the development set. We
optimize over 400 trials and prune a single trial if the trial’s best
intermediate result is worse than median of intermediate results
of previous trials at the same epoch [18]. The prior for each
hyperparameter was determined through initial experiments.
A summary of all hyperparameters, their priors as well as the
best configuration can be found in Table 2.

3.3. Comparision with Baselines

To evaluate the performance of our approach we compare it with
the best baselines taken from [11]; namely:
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i OpenSMILE [12]
A set of 6373 handcrafted features resulting from the com-
putation of statistics over low-level descriptor (LLD) con-
tours.

ii Deep Spectrum [19]
The mel-spectrograms are converted to RGB images and
subsequently fed trough a DenseNet121 [20]. The activa-
tions after the average pooling layer are used to obtain a
2048 dimensional feature vector for each recording.

iii AuDeep [21]
In the first stage four recurrent Autoencoders are indepen-
dently trained on mel-spectrograms where the power levels
were clipped below the thresholds −30dB, −45dB, −60dB
and −75dB. The features from the final hidden states from
each autoencoder are concatenated to form a feature vector
for each recording.

iv OpenXBOW [22]
For each recording 65 LLDs and their deltas based on the
COMPARE [23] feature set are extracted an quantized us-
ing two codebooks of size 1000, one for the recordings and
one for the deltas. The termfrequency weighted histograms
of both representations are concatenated to form the final
representation.

v End2You [24]
Three layers of a 1d convolutional neural network extract
features from the raw waveform that are subsquently fed
through Gated Recurrent Units to classify recordings. This
model is trained end to end.

vi Fusion [11]
This is an ensemble of the five aforementioned approaches
that predicts class membership via majority voting.

Unless mentioned otherwise a SVM is used for classification for
the approaches presented above. For a more detailed discussion
of the baselines as well as their hyperparameters, see [11].
Concerning the proposed model, we evaluate the following
three variants on the train and test set:

i Ours 1st

Here we use the best model we found during hyperparame-
ter optimization according to Table 2.

ii Ours 2nd

Here we use the second best model we found during hyper-
parameter optimization according to Table 2.

iii Ours 3rd

Inspired by the Fusion baseline, here we use the five best
models found during hyperparameter optimization and ap-
ply majority voting to obtain a final class membership pre-
diction.

Since the dataset is highly imbalanced and consists of multiple
classes, the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) is used as an
evaluation measure. The UAR is computed by taking the mean
of the recall of each class where the recall is the number of cor-
rectly classified examples of a class divided by the total number
of examples of that class.
The confusion matrices for the predictions on the development
set are depicted in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b).

3.4. Manifold Analysis

Since the use of the normalized softmax allows for an intuitive
geometric interpretation, i.e. examples are mapped into a hy-
persphere with a fixed volume, we investigate upon the quality

of the learnt embeddings (activations from the MLP’s penulti-
mate layer) by visualizing them using TSNE [25] (Figure 2 (d))
. Each class is given a distinct color and embeddings are com-
puted on the development set.

4. Results
When comparing all three variants of our model in Table 1, we
can clearly observe that the ensemble achieves the best UAR
on the development set (89.4% vs. 88.9% and 89.1%) and test
set (89.3% vs. 88.1% and 88.7%). Diversity between the dif-
ferent models in the ensemble is introduced through the usage
of different hyperparameters. Through majority voting, mis-
takes of a single model are less severe and can be compensated
by the other members of the ensemble. This is made evident
when comparing the diagonals in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b).
The ensemble improves upon the classification accuracy for all
but the redcap class. The drop in performance for the redcap
class stems from misclassifying redcaps as mandrilles and back-
ground noises more often. For all our models, redcap is the
class which is the most difficult to classify. We attribute this
to a worse signal-to-noise-Ratio on of redcap recordings since
they are a quieter species when compared to e.g. chimpanzees.
Vocalizations from mandrills, guenons and chimpanzees are
most often mistaken for background noise (8.81%, 3.14% and
9.07%). On the other hand, background noise is most often con-
fused with chimpanzees. When inspecting the TSNE projected
embeddings in Figure 2 (d), these findings are confirmed. Most
points are easily separable. Occasionally, points from other
classes land in the area where the background class dominates.
We observe that many of these mistakes can be explained by
recordings where the vocalizations are difficult to hear, i.e. vo-
calizations are made in the far distance from the recording unit.
Hence, in future work one might might also incorporate back-
ground noise removal tools.
However, our approach considerably outperforms the best base-
lines. It achieves a UAR of 89.4% vs 84.6% (AuDeep) and
89.3% vs 87.5% (Fusion) on the development and test set, re-
spectively. These results clearly indicate that our approach is
well suited for primate vocalization classification.
In terms of the best hyperparameters from Table 2 we can see
that the temperature parameter τ is considerably higher than
recommended in the original work (0.05). The normalized
softmax was originally proposed for face verification where
the number of classes is orders of magnitude larger and con-
sequently a more compact hypersphere suffices in our case.
Another interesting observation is that data augmentation was
completely turned off and dropout was set to a very low value
(τ = 0.05). This suggests these augmentations act as a source
of confusion rather than promote learning. We hypothesize that
these augmentations are better suited for the inductive bias of
convolutional neural networks than for LSTMs.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a deep and recurrent architecture based on recur-
rent neural networks for primate vocalization classification that
manages to outperform all of its direct competitors. In future
work, we plan to investigate upon the effects of pre-training the
network with auxiliary data from various domains [26].
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